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In 2016, Nicholas Scott established a Contract /Flexible Lawyer business called Contax Law.
Contax Law provides a supported solution for quality lawyers who wish to achieve more
flexibility and control over their working lives. Our Contax Law platform offers short and
long term assignments, at high day rates of pay with in-house departments of corporate
and financial services clients or as a secondeewith our Law Firm arrangements.
The Contax Law Community is there to fully support you at all times. While your
Relationship Manager takes care of your career progress and assignment allocation, the
Community will provide you with outstanding opportunities to expand your skill set.

Working in London
The world’s major Banks and Corporates tend to have their most significant offices in London
and they generate legal work domestically and internationally for the London offices of UK
and US Law Firms.
Our specialist recruitment team, based in central London have developed contacts within
the top UK and US firms, Banks and Asset management firms with offices in London. We
maintain an active database of assignments generated by our client partners; this provides
our pool lawyers with a constant flow of high quality work.
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How we work
In order to join the Contax Pool, we will require you to complete our
interview and onboarding processes and provide us with the relevant
documentation / references. We will then look to provide you with
assignments that best suit your skills set and needs, and we will endeavour
to keep your desired schedule as full as possible.
Our clients rely on Contax Law to select only the most relevant individuals from
the Pool for each assignment. You are under no obligation to accept an
assignment that doesn’t suit your personal/professionalrequirements.

Your Company
Contax Pool lawyers provide their services to Contax Law as an independent business via one of two methods:
1. Umbrella Company
2. Personal Service Company(PSC)
By operating via an umbrella company you are effectively a PAYEemployee of that business, however the majority our lawyers prefer to operate via their own
personal services company, as this provides them with greater autonomy and control over their financial and tax advantages.
Contax Law works closely with Carbon Accounting who are regulated chartered accountants. They are available to provide you with advice on company
formation, financial paperwork and tax reporting: www.carbonaccounting.co.uk
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Documentation
Before your company provides Contax Law with services, a ‘Consultancy Contract’ needs to be agreed; this defines the terms of our working
relationship. If you choose to operate via an umbrella company, it will agree the terms on your behalf. Before each assignment we will confirm the
specific terms for that individual mandate; e.g. client details, location, assignment period, nature of role and rates.
Youare responsible for ensuring you have an up-to-date practising certificate – your Contax Law Relationship Manager will require a copy for our
records. To ensure that you are considered for assignments from all of the Contax Law clients we suggest that our pool lawyers continue to complete a
minimum of 16 hours accredited CPDeachyear.

Rates
Your rate of pay will be determined before each assignment and will be quoted as a ‘Day Rate’. Contax Law continually monitor industry salaries and London
contract rates and pay our pool lawyers at top city levels. Our aim is for you to be able to earn in 9 months what it would usually take 12 months to
achieve if you were in a traditional salaried position. You should think of this as the ‘Snowboard Option’.
You will be required to maintain a timesheet record for each completed day. All clients have their own time recording requirements and you will be
expected to follow their procedures in this regard. If you work over what you consider to be reasonable daily hours for a role, let us know so that we
can agree a solution with the client.

ASSOCIATE YEAR

DAY RATE (£)

2 – 4 years PQE
4 – 6 years PQE

270-400
400-620

6 + years

620-800

Head of Legal

700-830
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Invoicing & Payment
We expect to receive an invoice from your company in arrears on a
monthly basis, on or around the 1st of the following month. We will
ensure that your time records have been authorised by our client, and we
aim for you to receive the payment from us within 5 working days of
receipt.

Other Jurisdictions
We welcome applications from lawyers qualified in other Common Law jurisdictions such as Scotland, Australia, New Zealand, The United States and Canada.

For more information please contact Nick Robbins on (+44) (0) 203 865 0196

Contax Law
33 Cannon Street
London
EC4M 5SB
T:(+44) (0) 203 865 0196
E: nick@contaxlaw.com
To join our community and find the latest contract positions available please visit www.contaxlaw.com
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